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Suzuki Unveils New Compact SUV VITARA BREZZA 
at the India Auto Expo 2016 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Suzuki Motor Corporation’s Indian subsidiary Maruti Suzuki India has 

unveiled the new compact SUV VITARA BREZZA at the Auto Expo 2016 held 

in India from 3 February*. 
*Held in Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh (suburb of New Delhi). 
 Press days from 3 to 4 February. Public days from 5 to 9 February. 

 

VITARA BREZZA is a stylish urban compact SUV with strong and dynamic 

exterior, comfort and safety features, wide lineup of colours, and various 
optional accessories. 

 

<Features of the new compact SUV VITARA BREZZA> 
Design and equipment 
- Bold and sporty SUV-look exterior that stands out in the urban scenery, 

is composed of distinct square-shaped wheel arches with 16-inch 
wheels, bold front fascia, and definitive and dynamic side profile. 

- Available with nine patterns of body colours (including two-tone 
coloured variants) and optional accessory packages to meet various 
lifestyles and needs. 

- Comfort features including smartphone linkage display audio, cruise 
control, and reverse parking camera. 

- All variants come with driver’s seat airbag. 
Main specifications 
- 1.3L diesel engine, two-wheel drive, manual transmission 
- Maximum output 66kW/4,000rpm 
- Maximum torque 200Nm/1,750rpm 
- Overall length 3,995mm x overall width 1,790mm x overall height 

1,640mm 



At the press conference held on 3 February, Toshihiro Suzuki, President 

(COO), Suzuki Motor Corporation said, “India is positioned as the most 

important strategic market and production base, and its significance will 
further expand. VITARA BREZZA was developed with a special focus on the 

tastes and values of Indian customers. Suzuki and Maruti Suzuki, as “Team 

Suzuki”, will continue the challenge of innovation and evolution that 
contributes to Indian society.” 

Maruti Suzuki will produce the VITARA BREZZA at its Gurgaon Plant and 

distribute it in the Indian domestic market. 
 

In addition to the VITARA BREZZA, the Auto Expo 2016 will showcase two 

concept cars: India premiere of the mini crossover CONCEPT IGNIS; and the 
CONCEPT BALENO RS, a premium hatchback installed with 1.0L 

direct-injection turbocharged BOOSTERJET engine. Maruti Suzuki’s 

production models are to be exhibited as well. 
Plus, the all-new ACCESS 125, a comprehensively enhanced version of a 

125cc scooter will be exhibited by Suzuki’s motorcycle subsidiary, Suzuki 

Motorcycle India. 


